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This new synthesis

involves a recasting and
recombining of the positive aspects of the
experience so far of the communist movement
and of socialist society, while learning from the
negative aspects of this experience, in the
philosophical and ideological as well as the
political dimensions, so as to have a more deeply
and firmly rooted scientific orientation, method
and approach with regard not only to making
revolution and seizing power but then, yes, to
meeting the material requirements of society
and the needs of the masses of people, in an
increasingly expanding way, in socialist society—
overcoming the deep scars of the past and
continuing the revolutionary transformation of
society, while at the same time actively
supporting the world revolutionary struggle and
acting on the recognition that the world arena
and the world struggle are most fundamental
and important, in an overall sense—together with
opening up qualitatively more space to give
expression to the intellectual and cultural needs
of the people, broadly understood, and enabling
a more diverse and rich process of exploration

See the DVD of the complete talk by Bob Avakian —
Revolution: Why It’s Necessary, Why It’s Possible, What It’s All About
at revolutiontalk.net and selected clips at YouTube.com/revolutiontalk.
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and experimentation in the realms of science, art
and culture, and intellectual life overall, with
increasing scope for the contention of different
ideas and schools of thought and for individual
initiative and creativity and protection of
individual rights, including space for individuals
to interact in “civil society” independently of the
state—all within an overall cooperative and
collective framework and at the same time as
state power is maintained and further developed
as a revolutionary state power serving the
interests of the proletarian revolution, in the
particular country and worldwide, with this state
being the leading and central element in the
economy and in the overall direction of society,
while the state itself is being continually
transformed into something radically different
from all previous states, as a crucial part of the
advance toward the eventual abolition of the
state with the achievement of communism on a
world scale.
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